Information™ Technology Solutions
DMH Mortuary Airbrush Cosmetics

DMH™ Airbrush Foundation was designed specifically for the mortuary industry. Years of research and testing, inside
real preparation rooms, have lead to what our customers feel is the best mortuary foundation on the market. Every
case presents different cosmetic challenges to embalmers, no matter what part of the world you serve. Wouldn’t you
rest a little easier if you knew that you had the right product to take care of those challenges?

Our water based formula is easily
removed from the hairline
Provides complete coverage over the
toughest discolorations
Dries quickly. No need for messy
setting powder
Will not transfer to clothing while
dressing the body
Ultra fine spray allows foundation to
blend with the texture and tone of the
skin. NO CAKEY BUILD UP!
Airbrush cosmetics have been used for decades, with great success in the high-end fashion industry.
As a licensed mortician, I

However, there is one fundamental difference between those “Hollywood” type formulations and ours,
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their clients are living…and ours are not. What does that mean to embalmers?
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Here are a few points to consider...

product that would defeat the

 Color - Embalmers have to RE-CREATE the deceased’s natural complexion: DMH Airbrush Foundation

cosmetic problems that we

shades were created by studying the most common base skin tones of post-embalmed men, women, &

face in the preparation room

children, of different ages and ethnic backgrounds. Other foundation shades on the market are based on

on a daily basis.

living, healthy complexions with “blood tone” contributing to the overall effect of the foundation. Their goal is

Bruising,

dehydration, wax restoration,

to enhance their clients beauty not re-create how they should look naturally.

jaundice, you name it!
Professional

 Durability - Bruised hands are sure to get patted and rubbed by viewers: DMH Airbrush Foundation is

Airbrush Cosmetics System

designed to stay put. Strong film forming qualities allow our product to adhere to the skin, as well as

is truly a complete system

restorative waxes. Other foundations are formulated to be moisturizing in order to provide a comfortable

that

experience for the living. That’s a good thing for them, unless 100 people walk by and rub on their face.
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highest
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versatility & portability, but
most importantly… proven
techniques that WORK!

 Technique – A professional makeup artist said “Learning to make-up the dead is like starting over!”
While developing the DMH Airbrush Foundation, a lot a thought went into determining the best technique for
applying it in order to give the most natural results. Embalmers understand that in order to achieve the quality
end result that is desired in the viewing room, it actually requires some advanced planning before and during
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the embalming process. Our methods incorporate expert embalming strategies that ultimately assist the
embalmer in creating a natural, quality end result. Beauty driven companies, needless to say, are not very
familiar with embalming techniques or how to use post-embalming restorative treatments along with airbrush
cosmetics to achieve the desired results.
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